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The main purpose of these lectures is to treat instantons
and monopoles, as far as possible, as the same type of solutions
of the Yang-Mills—Higgs field equations. For this reason, the
only type of monopole solutions we consider are those for
systems of fields where the self interaction potential of the
Higgs fields vanishes, thus allowing the existence of self dual
monopole solutions, in concert with the self dual instanton
solutions, there being no known non self dual instantons.
Within our context, instantons and monopoles are special
types of solutions to the classical equations of motion for gauge
fields defined on fcur and three dimensional Euclidean base
rhanifolds respectively. The special features of these solutions
are that they have finite action, and that the value of this
action isequal to a 9gical invariant via the condition of
self duality.
The manner in which the qualitative unification of intantor,5
and monopoles is tackled here is by way of developing a framework
for the description of such solutions on N dimensional base
manifolds. As Euclidean field equations these would he analogous
to the StE.l-:iC solutions of the Maxwell equations, nameJy the
Laplece equation on N dimensional manifolds. Here we shall find
:aat it is possible to extend the definition of instantons to
ay evan dinens.iona1 rianifoid, and monopoles to any odd N.
We 11 first give a brief introduction to classical gauge
field theories by way of introducing our notation. Then the case
of instantons and of rnonopoles will be treated separately. The
last part will be devoted to the consideration of some explicit
solutions as examples of the foregoing framework.
We stress again that we are only concerned with self dual
solutions here, thereby not covering the well known non self
dual monop’-ie solutions of ‘t Hooft- and Polyakov2
GAUGE FIELDS
There are two types of fields in such theories. The gauge
covariant fields, like the Higgs field, Dirac fiels etc., and
the curvature o: the second rank antisymrnetric tensor fields,
and the non gauge covariant fields called connections or vector
potentials.
The elements of the gauge group are functions of the base
In three and four dimensions, the Jacobi identity for the
- cyclic product of D acting on some fuction f implies the
following identities
ijk [DjI[DJIDk]i = 0
E [D ,[D ,D 1] = 0j1\)pO \) p 0
while the Yang—Mills potential or connection is defined by the which lead, because of (3 a), to the Bianchi identities
following transformation rule
A
—- g A g1+ g g1. (ic)
The transformation rule (ic) confirms our statement that A
Ii
must take its values in since the inhomogeneous term gg’
does take its values in ‘ only
It is clear from (la) that is not gauge covariant, but
that the covariant derivative
= + [A,]. (2)
manifold via the space dependence of the group parameter. The is covariant, by virtue of (la,b,c), with
groups under consideration will be SU(n). The reason we do not
take G the gauge group to be SU(2) for simplicity is, that on (D) —‘- g(D)g1. (ld)
N dimensional manifolds with N>4 it will turn out that our new
definitions of self duality will only allow nn trivial The Yang-Mills field, or the curvature tensor referred to above
solutions for G=SU(n) for n> 2+x with k> 1. n nat follows t’ie is in fact defined by the following relation
index of the base manifold will be labeiJed by a ee}: in-ler
for even N, and a Latin index for cdd N. [D D ] f = F f (3a)Ii V
Also, because of our insistence on eiL dual saluc3cr )Z
F = A - A + [A A I (3b)the field euaticns, we snail consider on’: qage coviau.. ii v u u ‘J
Higgs fields that take th& r values in te alçe ‘a -( c
The Yang-Mills fields and F and oc’tentfils A can take where f is a function taking its values in some representation
their values only in
U
of the group G.
Under the action of an element g of G An important consequence of the non commuting nature of
the covariant derivative is the series of differential identities
g(x) exp <T,8(x)> satisfied by the the curvature field, called the Bianchi
identities.
where T are the (antihermitian) generators in and 8(x) the
local parameters, gauge covariant fields transform as
gcI g1






D.*F. = D *F =0. (5a,b)
:i 1 V UV
In (5) we have used the definition of the dual of the curvature
*Fi = e.kFk (6a)
= F (6b)pvpo pG
It is clear that in higher dimensional manifolds the
curvature will satisfy further Bianchi identities in addition



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































That such solutions should have finite action, proportional
to a topological invariant with integer values (the Pontryagin
number) can best be seen following the demonstration of BPST3>.
Consider the inequality
tr f(F — °F )2 d x > 0, (16)
4
f,d4x trf F °Fd4x , (16’)
IVPOTXtrf ‘FFF, d6x (18)
N=8,p4; Pontryagin Class (4)
q8=5 PVPOTXKflf(trFP PTKfl — trF (19)
which yields
the right side of which is equal to 4ir2 times a normalisation
factor times an integer, povided that the curvature vanishes




where g(x) is some element of G.
It is then clear that the self duality condition (15)
causes the inequality to become an equality, anct then (16’)
expresses the fact that the total action corresponding to such
a solution is equal to the finite quantity on the
The question I!CW is wheth-r the abDve arqua.;i.t cn kc
modified to applT to ang—Milis fields ciefie un N=2p
dirnenonl manifolds (>2). As in the prviIs Sctior,
shall derronstrate our point by explicit coIsi2aon of tnt
cases p:3 and
From tie above argument of BPST for U=4, it is clear that
the cILtral agency which controls the behaviour of such solutions
is the integer topological invariant, with (17) satisfied. So
we start by writing down the topological invariants respectively
N=6 p=3 Chern Class (4)
where D is a normalisation factor depending on the representatior
matrices of and VN is the volume of the N dimensional sphere.
It is now clear that if we are to be able to use an argument
similar to the BPST one, where the action integral becomes
equal to the topological invariant, then we must expect the
action densities to be of progressively higher order in the
curvature as N increases.
Thus for N=6 let us consider the following inequality
tr f( F(2) — F(2) )2d6x 0 (20)
It is also possible to use the inequality
tr f( F(4) - F(4) )2d6x 0
but this simply reduces to (20).
Expanding the integrand of (20), it is readily seen that
(+)the csoss term trF(2’ F(2) leads to the integral formula for
the topological invariant given by (18) It is therefore
obvious that if we were to consider the (unconventional) gauge
theory with action density
‘‘6= tr [F(2)2 + (F(2)2]
and rewrite (20) as
f6dx 2DV6q , (20’)
then, if we imposed the following extended self duality
conditions
F(2)=F(2) or F(4)=F(4) (22)
then (20’) would become an equality, and the total action
corresponding to these solutions will be finite
Similarly for N=8, we consider the following inequality
tr f[F(2) _()F(2H2d8x+ f[trF(4) +(°)F(4)]2d8x0 (23)
or the equivalent inequality obtained by replacing F(2) and
F(2) by F(6) and F(6) respectively






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Wehave so far not considered any explicit solutions of the
a.Dove mentioned types Such solutons have been found, star’-in
th a suitbie Ansatz for the form of the solutions and uesti
tuting these into the equdtlons of motion, o’ equivaJently the
self duality equations. Ti this way the nurLbor c f unknown
functions is suitably reduced and the en’;uinq Lfrentia1
equations are solved. in fact all knon ex t- JL’Ition L
the self dual type. This is no surpri ma, cur the se du.i
equatiuns being of lower order than cJ c equa:’ ons o
are much easier to so.ve. In addition for N=4 tne self due ty
equations re alsc. linearisable, hi £ this is no the case frr
I\= and probably not for higher N
We shall not review any of the explici instanton solutions
here for these are very well known. They are the solutions of
3PST?, Witten7and Jackiw Nohi and Rebbi8, all for G=SU(2).
Exact instanton solutions for G=SU(3) are found by Bais and
Weldon9and multi-instanton solutions for GSO(5) by Tchrakian
and Rawnsley (10)
Known exact monopole solutions on the other hand are much
feier, and only of the spherically svTnmetrlc variety These are
the solutions found by Prsad and Sommerfield5for G=SU(2) and
by Bais and eldonWfor G=SU(N’-l) Both toese solutions are
self dual in the sense described in the previous Section
It is the Prasad-Sornmerfield (P—S) soiuton that we wish
to discuss in some detail here, because in reference(5) it has
been arrived at from the second order equations of motion by a
trial and error method, while here we shall derive it from the
first order equations of duality systematically. We hope that
our procedure may be of some help also in finding non spheri
rally synmetxic solutions
e start oy making the following not very specific Ansat?
for the solutions of (29) and (30), or (31)
t a (42a)Cijk j m
; . (42b)i 2i
The spherically symmetric Ansatz of P-S is given in
÷
_(K(r)—l).-t + —. H(r)÷ 42’
rZ x, s ---x ( a,)
whence the Euler-Lagrange equations (29), (30) yield
32K’’ K(K2-l) + KH2
r211’’ = 25K
The solution to this system of second order coupled non
Jinaar differential equations was found , by a trial and error
Tnethoi, in reference(5) to be
H=krcothkr-l
sinh kr
In contrast the(anti)—self duality equations give the
following first order coupled non linear differential equations
rK’ = —BK , rH’ = H—K2+l (3la,b)
which are obviously satisfied by (43a,b). Although much simpler
than (29’),(30’), these equations too do not lend themselves to
a particularly obvious method of integration.
To proceed more systematically we substitute (42a,b)






This system of equations contains six unknown functions
instead of (X,)and is thereEore not more specific than (31).
A more specific Arisatz would be
leading to
= ln p , = ln p , (42’’a,b)
(çr1 + ‘lnp lnfl) + a13lno * 1lnp ln0 0, (31’’)
involving now only two uni nown functions
At this stage it looks as if (31’’) might lead to multi—
monopole solutions, if we wee to make the further Ansatz that











leading to the monopole charge (which through self duality is
proportional to the energy) according to (35)
p = fd3x Atlnp (45’
Unfortunately the integrand in (45) is slnqu.ar at the
origin and )lows up, so (44) s not a ‘no’oZr’ ;oliion. s
is in contrast with the multi —instantun ‘iiie iflj . t
of the ield,due to the singularbies of the sjl’i.t.ions of the
four dirner,sional Laplace equation, can be gauged away.
dre the corresponding singularities in A arising from
those in (44) cannot be gauged away. For example taking the first
term in the sum in (44), ithave
÷ 1 zI .1± 1





where the singular (second) term has not been removed, unlike
the mhlti-ir’stanton case.
We now go back to the Ansatz (42’’) and as a simplification
require that both p and depend only on the radial variable r.
Introducing then the function




• = k tanh kr (49)
=—ktankr. (49’)
The solution (49) is precisely the P-S solution, which
has here been derived systematically.
.3jluton (49’) on the other hand does not satisfy the
uriteria tar et to be a ‘monopole’. In t.his case, even though
A. m are themselves regular at the origin, the Lagrange
convQflQ. verqgn
constructed from them is not’ This £nular behaviour
is reflected in the fact that (49’) does not respect the finite
energy condition (32), and the magnitude of the Higgs field
oscillates at large distances. The corresponding maagnetic
charge and energy are infinite.
There is another non’monopole’ solution of (48),
2
=
Both the Yang-Mills potential and the Higgs field are singular
at the origin, the finite energy condition (32) is not satis
fied, and the energy integral diverges but just logarithmically.
The only instructive aspect of this solution is that the






pointing out to the fact that on a three dimensional manifold
there are no ‘instanton’ type solutions of the Yang—Z4ills-Higgs
equations.
and that (r) is given by
d 1 2+ = const. (48)
which can be integrated immediately. Choosing the constant on
12
the right side of (48) to be positive or negative, say ±k
(44)
we have respectively the following two solutions
with ÷ 4-
=
, g = -2
--f E SU(2)
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